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What is the European legal 

culture?

•The rule of law + the content of law

•A thin layer of the post-war period

•Respect for human dignity – freedom, 

equality of men and women, respect for 

minorities

•How different are we from the rest of the 

world?
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KANT 
the symbol of universal aspirations of Europe

Immanuel Kant (1724 – 1804)

•Universal law for all

(The Critique of Pure Reason)

•Kantian obligation of hospitality

(Perpetual peace: A philosophical sketch)

• „The Law of World Citizenship shall be 
Limited to Conditions of Universal 

Hospitality”
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KANT

• „Hospitality means the right of stranger not to be 

treated as an enemy when he arrives in the land of 

another”

• „It is not a question of philanthropy but of right”

• „One can refuse to receive him when this can be 

done without causing his destruction; 

• but so long as he peacefully occupies his place, 

one may not treat him with hostility”

• „It is not the right to be a permanent visitor that 

one may demand”
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KANT 

• „It is only the right of temporary sojourn, a rights to 

associate, which all men have”

• „The injustice which they show to lands and 

peoples they visit (which is equivalent to 

conquering them) is carried by them to terrifying 

lengths”

• „China and Japan (Nippon), who had experienced 

such guests (commercial nations= the English) 

have wisely refused them entry”

• Legal culture associates Kant only with hospitality
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Culture in crisis?

•The increasing gap between reality and ideals 
riots, ghettos, perennial emergency,
totalitarian control of the press and of the 
internet
private legislation replacing the public rule 
of law

•Dispute over distribution of immigrants (refugees)
• Immigration affects elections
•Some aspect of decline we owe to immigration due 

to its divisive effect
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Democracy = action

•The question of sovereign choice and freedom

•Are we just passive watchers? Are we giving up 
an informed and conscious policy? Are we 
masters of our destiny? 

•Do we have the right to identity? 

• Is our democracy working?

• International law – designed for thousands, not 
for millions. 7



Thesis

•Immigration is not bad per se 

•Cultural fois gras is wrong

•Those who deprive us of control over our 
social policy damage our legal & political 
culture
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Positive examples

•1.5 milion Ukraininans in Poland (Eurostat:  2017 –
687K arrivals from outside EU, Germany  553K, 87.4 
% working)

•Asian, Ukrainian immigrants in Poland

•Not race but values are the issue

•Migrants respect the host nation

•Business needs supply of workforce, new skills, 
overcome labor shortage

• Legal culture needs stability & a conflict to thrive
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Positive examples

•Hugenots : their departure ruined France and 
enriched Germany

•German migration to the East – Poland, Russia –
building industries, enrichment of legal culture, 
adaptation of German laws

• Jewish migration to Europe

• Enrichment of legal theory – e.g. Islamic banking

•Asian & Ukrainian immigration in Poland
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No problem? The ostrich strategy

• The Hybrid war

• Lawfare = law + war

• General (profesor) Charles Dunlap 

• „No problem”? 

• Khadafi: 

"We have 50 million Muslims in Europe. There are signs that 
Allah will grant Islam victory in Europe—without swords, without 
guns, without conquest—will turn it into a Muslim continent within 
a few decades."

• Libyan National Congress to European Governments:   if you 
do not recognize our government we will flood Europe with 
immigrants, Nov. 201
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To be or not to be: the numbers

Making an informed choice

• Hiding numbers = taking away our the right of choice

• Understanding the scale of immigration is crucial to an informed 
policy 

• 10 mln nations

• 10 mln graduates (maturity diploma)

• Africa – second populous continent, > 1.3 bil.; 

• Africa’s growth - > 31 mil in 2018

• Killed by the scale of migration?
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No problem? The ostrich strategy

•Real people are the carriers of culture.
• Do they view men and women as equal? do they 

respect ethnic minorities? Do they respect sexual 
minorities? The elderly? Christians? Atheists? 
Muslims?
•Will they bring with them corruption? Slavery 

(Libya). Will they work, or rely on welfare money? 
•Will they assimilate?
•One thousand will melt in. One milion will not.
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No problem? The ostrich strategy

10 December 2015, Tagesspiegel: 
•Minister of Justice for Berlin – Gangs create 
parallel governance
•No go areas
•Parallel justice systems 
•Feudalization is a fact of life
•Swiss cheese sovereignty? Swiss cheese rights? 
Equality? Self-determination of nations
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No problem? Divisive issues

• Ritual slaughter

• Headscarf, niqabs etc.

• Marriage

• Gay rights

• Unusual forms of punishment

• Culture of honors vs. culture of law

• Censorship by bombing? Our way is to go to the court

• Separate courts?

• Citizenship – allegiance to who?
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How to discuss the immigration issues?

•The way we discuss predefines our legal 
and political culture

•We see a decline in the culture of debate

•Polarization, extremism, divisive speech  
prevail
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How to discuss the immigration issue
Nr 1 – telling the truth

•Kant was not for immigration

•Yes, there is a problem, the problem of political 
culture and ability to adapt/adjust and accept 
European political culture. If you do not accept 
European culture stay home.

•Not all immigrants are refugees. UNHCHR – 7/10 are 
not refugees

•Do not censor – press codes, expulsion from job in 
media outlets, universities, schools, dismissal of 
sources
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How to discuss the immigration issue
Nr 1 – telling the truth

•Rights of immigrants do not obliterate our 
rights

•Human rights that ignore host nations are 
no human rights

•Do not fight „hate speech” with censorship. 
Who will be the censor? (Charlie Chaplin)
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How to discuss the immigration issues
Nr 1 – telling the truth

•Let’s not be selective – why slavery in Libya 
failed to upset intellectuals?

•There is no shame to Europe. There is shame to 
the corrupt countries that created such 
situation

•Effects instead of empty formalism
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How to discuss the immigration issues
nr 1 telling the truth

•Comparing immigration at different times and places 
is methodologically wrong. Each immigration is 
different as to the causes and effects

•Rebecca Sommer – political correctness = totalitarian 
mind

• There are no strangers. We know from the internet 
who is who, and what’s going on. We can make our 
own judgment
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How to discuss the immigration issues
Nr 1 – telling the truth

• Europe is not as underpopulated as believed: 
millions of unemployed youth in Spain and Greece 
might take jobs elsewhere

• Immigration is not unavoidable (artificial 
intelligence, robotization, intra-European 
immigration)

•We may help people where they are
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How to discuss the immigration issues
nr 2 No insults
• Xenophobia, racism, bigotry, right wing extremists, 

controversial (what is controversial in having an opinion 
other than ours?)

• No pars pro toto (don’t blame all for one)

• People who do not want immigration are not the „right 
wing extremists”.

• Immigrants who degrade women turn against leftist 
ideals

• There is no populism

• Those who play the race card want exclude discussion-
are the enemies of democracy 
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Compromise means the end of European 
culture as we know it

Immigration must be legal – part of our legal 

culture

• Illegal immigration is against our dignity (the core value of 
our culture)

• Are deprived of control over territory? 

No compromise on values

• Newcomers should respect our values or leave (Kant)
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Difficult questions about international justice

• Why non-European countries seldom help refugees and 
immigrants – according to UCHR Saudi Arabia took zero 
refugees? Some were taken by Turkey (for money), Liban, 
Jordan, Iraq, Egypt

• According to Amnesty International sick and wounded are 
not admitted to Jordan. Why? 

• Why Liban discriminates and exploits refugees (Amnesty 
intl)?
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Immigration policy is reversible

• Austria

• Germany – the would be chancellor Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer 
(CDU) critical of unlimited immigration. 

• Netherlands March 2019, voters critical of immigration

• She does not exclude closing borders if 2015 repeats itself (If the 
deal with Turkey not working).

• Europe is tired of lack of reciprocity (the case of Valentine)

• The West is tired of no progress in so many countries. No end in 
sight of wars and conflicts 

• Christians are prosecuted outside of the West. No criticism – the 
case of Deutsche Welle in Somalia
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Effects v. good intentions

• Lack of open debate makes voters change views
•New movements on political stage (e.g. Netherland 

elections March 2019)
• Ineffecive governance provokes skepticism towards 

the EU, the rule of law, and our legal culture, in and 
outside of Europe
•People die on their way to Europe – encouragment 

by law and poor policy
•Are we supporting human traffficking and slavery?
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Conclusions

• Immigration per se is not wrong, we just need 
an informed policy based on the freedom 
choice

•No political and ideological fois gras!

•Migration is a policy like any other policy, 
controlled by the people. It has to include the 
interests of the host nations
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The final question

Have we passed the test?
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